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TUTIS VReddo are debuting a virtual reality showcase of their TUTIS_ENTERPRISE product 
across two live events in Perth: Austmine & the Australian Petroleum Production & 
Exploration Association (APPEA) Conference & Exhibitions.  

We caught-up with CEO Chris Wright after the first of these events - Austmine. “It was 
fantastic to reconnect with everyone across the mining and processing industry to develop 
a more acute sense of current market trends. There certainly was an explosion of 
innovation on display, from a wide range of suppliers: sensors, software automation 
and analytics were particularly in evidence. Of course a recurring theme was the 
shortage of skilled labour, how to mitigate this and make best use of existing 
workforce capability - the later is certainly something TUTIS_ENTERPRISE can help 
with.” 

“The VR showcase we premiered was really well received and helped create a suite of new 
Enterprise leads we’re now busy progressing. We’re now really looking forward to 
exhibiting at APPEA next week to reconnect and get up to speed on all goings-on within 
the oil and gas industry”. 

TUTIS VReddo will be participating in APPEA in Perth from the 14th to 17th of June.  

Perth based Funding Strategies clients are welcome to attend APPEA as a guest of TUTIS 
VReddo where they can demonstrate the Virtual Reality aspects of the platform first hand.  

Contact Funding Strategies today for an introduction to meet with TUTIS VReddo CEO, 
Chris Wright, in Perth. 

About TUTIS VReddo 

TUTIS VReddo provide cloud plus virtual reality workforce training & compliance software 
products. Virtual Reality modules include a LIVE, instructor-lead, simulated training 
workshops platform and practical, task-based VR training labs to deliver a fully-immersive 
and interactive student experience. TUTIS VReddo is born out of the need to make 
workforces more agile and productive using technology: more detailed tracking of 
competencies; more effective competency-based training; and much more effective 
remote training. The team is passionate about delivering compliance assured. 

Find out more about TUTIS VReddo expansion plans here. 
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